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SYNERGICARE-INSTANT SMOOTH
treatment for frizzy hair

Itely research laboratories have developed an exclusive treatment specially dedicated to
the care of frizzy and rebellious hair. From the first application you can see the results: hair
is more disciplined ' compact and easy to comb. INSTANT SMOOTH is the wellbeing ritual
to get silky hair is perfectly smooth and extraordinarily bright. Products SYNERGICARE
INSTANT SMOOTH testify that can't be perfect harmony between nature and technology
are all strictly Sles Free. The absence of Sodium Lauryl Sulfate is a detergent which often
causes irritation ' reduces the aggressiveness of the shampoo on the scalp and hair is
respecting its natural beauty. All collection SYNERGICARE is ' indeed ' surfactant system
extremely mild and skin-compatible. No parabens and Formaldehyde ' INSTANT
SMOOTH ensures safer use ' especially for those who have a delicate skin. The use of
preservatives to last generation dermal filler, low-impact reduces the risk of unwanted skin
responses like irritation is itching and redness. All SYNERGICARE products are free of
synthetic colors: the color of the finished product is the result of mixing of its natural active
ingredients without the addition of other dyes. Finally, all products are dermatologically
tested to guarantee and respect the final consumer.

SMOOTHING SHAMPOO
Sulfate-free shampoo special for frizzy and unruly. Its rich formula performs a delicate
cleansing action ' respects the hydrolipidic film that wraps the hair fiber and with exclusive
active principles ' gives the hair a better hydration and combability.
packaging: bottles of 250 and 1000 ml.
.
SMOOTHING MASK
Nutri-smoothing treatment for frizzy and rebellious. Highly conditioning agents of this rich
body wrap envelop the capillary fibre moisturizing and revitalizing. Facilitates controlling
Frizz leaving hair soft and extremely docile to the crease. His action protects from the
elements and moisture giving an amazing shine. The hairs are perfectly conditioned soft '
light ' and extraordinarily smooth and disciplined.
packaging: bottles of 200 and 1000 ml.

INSTANT SMOOTH SERUM
Smoothing Serum highly Thermo-moisturizer for dry, frizzy hair. Deeply nourishes the hair
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and lasting action ultra smoothing ' leaving hair silky lighter and disciplined.
packaging: bottle of 150 ml.

HUMIDITY STOPPER
Moisture drops specific ideals for frizzy and rebellious. Ensure total control of frizz and
protect against humidity and external agents. Result: perfectly smooth shiny hair that is
soft to the touch and glossy effect.
packaging: bottle of 50 ml.

NO MORE FRIZZ
Special Thermo-active highly moisturizing fluid frizzy and rebellious hair. Protects against
heat and facilitates the straightening with hair dryer and plate ' leaves hair soft and
disciplined.
packaging: 75 ml bottle with dispenser.
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